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In this paper, the Bayesian local influence approach is employed to diagnose the
adequacy of the growth curve model with Rao’s simple covariance structure, based
on the KullbackLeibler divergence. The Bayesian Hessian matrices of the model
are investigated in detail under an abstract perturbation scheme. For illustration,
covariance-weighted perturbation is considered particularly and used to analyze
two real-life biological data sets, which shows that the criteria presented in this
article are useful in practice.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
Since Cook (1986) gave a general method for assessing the influence of
local departure from assumption in certain statistical models, this
approach, based on likelihood displacement, has played increasingly
important roles in statistical diagnostics. This is due to the fact that all
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statistical models are generally approximate descriptions of more com-
plicated processes. Statistical conclusions more or less insensitive to
extraneous perturbations are robust and on that account useful, but con-
clusions that are sensitive to a minor perturbation must be treated with
caution.
From the Bayesian point of view, under certain prior distribution
assumptions, Geisser (1985), Maculloch (1989) and Guttman and Pen~ a
(1993) have discussed the influence of a subset of observations on posterior
distributions in the ordinary regression model. Their approaches are based
on the KullbackLeibler divergence in terms of case-deletion methodology.
From this viewpoint, Lavine (1992) and Shih and Wei (1995) further
developed approaches for assessing the local influence of a perturbation on
a statistical model, by substituting likelihood displacement with Kullback
Leibler divergence. The application of these approaches to the ordinary
regression model shows that they are useful and reasonable in practice. For
other more complicated statistical systems such as the growth curve model,
however, diagnostics of Bayesian local influence is an open problem and
there are still many difficulties to be overcome.
The growth curve model (GCM) is a generalized multivariate analysis-of-
variance model (GMANOVA), which is useful especially for growth
problems on short times and extensively applied in economics, biostatistics,
medical research and epidemiology. It was first proposed by Potthoff and
Roy (1964) and then subsequently considered by many authors, such as
Rao (1965, 1966, 1967), Khatri (1966), Geisser (1970), von Rosen (1989,
1990, 1991) and Liski (1991). The GCM is defined as
Yp_n=Xp_mBm_rZr_n+=p_n , (1.1)
where X and Z are known design matrices of rank m(<p) and r(<n),
respectively, and the regression coefficient matrix B is unknown. Further-
more, the columns of the error matrix = are independent p-variate normal
with a mean vector 0 and a common unknown covariance matrix 7>0,
i.e., = | (B, 7)tNp, n(0, 7, In). For the GCM under the normal assumption,
the maximum likelihood estimators (MLEs) of the parameters B and 7
are, respectively,
B (S)=(X
{S&1X)&1 X{S&1YZ{(ZZ{)&1
and
7 (S)=
1
n
(S+QSYPZ{ Y{Q{S), (1.2)
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where QS=SQ(Q
{SQ)&1 Q{, S=Y(In&PZ{) Y
{ and Q # Q, a set of
matrices defined by
Q=[Q | Q: p_( p&m), rank(Q)=p&m and X{Q=0] (1.3)
(see, e.g., Khatri, 1966; von Rosen 1989). Throughout this paper PA=
A(A{A)&1 A{ denotes the projection matrix of A on condition that A{A is
nonsingular. The p_p symmetric matrix S is positive definite with prob-
ability one as far as n>p+r (Okamato, 1973). Furthermore, Kariya
(1985) showed that B (S)=B ( Ip) #B and 7 (S)=7 ( Ip) #7 if and only if 7 is
of Rao’s simple covariance structure (SCS):
7=X1X{+Q3Q{, (1.4)
where both 1: m_m and 3: ( p&m)_( p&m) are unknown positive
definite matrices and Q # Q. The covariance SCS is very important in
growth analysis because it is able to reduce non-linear estimate B (S) to
linear one, i.e., B =(X{X)&1X{YZ{(ZZ{)&1. In this case, the MLE B is the
GaussMarkov estimator of B (Pan, 1988). Also, the statistical inference
based on the MLEs B and 7 can be straightforwardly obtained (see, e.g.,
Lee and Geisser, 1972).
On the other hand, some useful covariance structures are included in the
SCS. For example, the random coefficient regression (RCR) structure 7=
X1X{+_2Ip with p_p matrix 1>0 and _2>0 is a slightly modified version
of the SCS (see, e.g., Rao 1967, Lemma 5a). The RCR structure arises in the
context of the random coefficient regression models (Swamy 1971), which is
a specific form of the linear mixed models. For another example, the uniform
covariance structure defined by 7=_2[(1&\) Ip+\1p1{p] is a specific case
of the SCS as far as the p-variate vector 1p=(1, 1, ..., 1){ is included in the
column space of X (see, e.g., Lee, 1988, 1991), where _2>0 and \ #
(&1( p&1), 1) are unknown parameters. Furthermore, for the GCM with
SCS, the MLEs of the parameters 1 and 3 are, respectively,
1 =
1
n
(X{X)&1 X{SX(X{X)&1 and 3 =
1
n
(Q{Q)&1 Q{YY{Q(Q{Q)&1
(1.5)
(Lee, 1991). From the Bayesian point of view, under the non-informative
prior distribution (see, e.g., Geisser, 1985):
p(B, 1&1, 3&1)B[det (1&1)]&(m+1)2 } [det (3&1)]&( p&m+1)2, (1.6)
Pan (1995) discussed the problems of influence on the posterior distribu-
tions of the model, based on the case-deletion method.
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For the GCM with SCS, this paper discusses the Bayesian local influence
problem under the non-informative prior distribution (1.6). When there is
an abstract minor perturbation, the Bayesian Hessian matrix of the model
is investigated in detail. The unit eigenvector associated with the largest
absolute eigenvalue of the Bayesian Hessian matrix is employed for
measuring the influence on the posterior distribution of the model. In the
following section, we give a very brief description of the Bayesian local
influence approach and then concentrate our attention on deriving some
new properties of the Bayesian Hessian matrix. Also, the Fisher informa-
tion matrices for the matrix-variate normal distribution and the Wishart
distribution are established in the same section. In Section 3, some
posterior distributions of the parameters and their properties are discussed,
and some multivariate techniques related to the variance-weighted GCM
with SCS are developed. For illustration, the Dental data set (Potthoff and
Roy, 1964) and the Mouse data set (Rao, 1984) are analyzed by the use of
the Bayesian local influence procedure in Section 4. The numerical analysis
shows that the criteria presented in this article are useful in practice.
2. Bayesian Local Influence and Related Matrix Version
In this section, the Bayesian local influence is briefly described and some
new properties of the approach are investigated. Also, the Fisher informa-
tion matrices for the matrix-variate normal distribution and the Wishart
distribution are established.
2.1. Bayesian Local Influence
Let the postulated model of an observed vector y be M(%), where % is
unknown but it has a known prior distribution p(%). Suppose ! is a
Bayesian object (usually, it is a function of %) and its posterior density is
denoted by p(! | ,; y), where , # R p is a p-variate parameter vector
involved in the posterior distribution, known as the posterior parameter.
When the model is perturbed by some random factors, say |, where | # 0
is a q-variate vector and 0 stands for the perturbation space, we denote the
perturbed model as M(%, |) and the posterior density of ! is given by
p(! | ,(|); y). Suppose that there exists a null perturbation point |0 # 0
such that M(%, |0)=M(%) for all %, and p(! | ,(|0); y)=p(! | ,; y) as well
as ,(|0)=, for all ,. For the Bayesian object !, an important issue is to
choose some appropriate metrices to measure the difference between the
two posterior densities p(! | ,; y) and p(! | ,(|); y). Obviously, a large
difference indicates there is a relatively heavy influence of the minor pertur-
bation on the posterior distribution of !. In the Bayesian inference, one
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of the most commonly used measures is the KullbackLeibler divergence
defined by
K(|, !)#K( p(! | ,; y), p(! | ,(|); y))#Ep(! | ,; y) {log p(! | ,; y)p(! | ,(|); y)=,
(2.1)
where Ep(! | ,; y )(X) denotes the expectation of r.v. X with respect to
p(! | ,; y). From the Bayesian point of view, a graph of K(|, !) versus |
should contain the main information about the influence of perturbation
on !. It can be shown that the first derivative of K(|, !) with respect to |
vanishes at |0 . Actually, the KullbackLeibler divergence K(|, !) attains
its local minimum at |0 (see, e.g., Lavine, 1992). In order to observe the
change of K(|, !) in the neigbourhood of |0 , we can choose its second
derivative or geometric curvature, say Cd , of K(|, !) along a direction
d # Rq to measure the difference. Obviously, the larger the value of Cd is,
the stronger the perturbation in the direction d affects !. Without loss of
generality, the direction d can be subjected to an unit sphere S q in the
q-dimensional space, i.e., &d&=- d {d=1. Especially, the direction, say
dmax , maximizing the curvature Cd (d # S q) shows how to perturb the
postulated model and how to obtain the largest local change on the
KullbackLeibler divergence. The direction dmax thus serves as a basis for
diagnosing local change in the postulated model.
How should one look for the direction dmax in the unit sphere Sq? In
fact, it is nothing but the unit eigenvector associated with largest absolute
eigenvalue of the Bayesian Hessian matrix F !#2K(|, !)| |{||=|0
(see, e.g., Shih and Wei, 1995). Furthermore, F ! can be decomposed
into F !=GI,G
{, where G#, {(|)|||=|0 is a q_p matrix with
(i, j)-th element (,; (|)|i) ||=|0 , (1iq, 1jp), ,=(,1 , ..., ,p)
{,
|=(|1 , ..., |q){, and I, , is the Fisher information matrix of ! on ,, i.e.,
the p_p matrix I,=&E[2 log p(! | ,; y), , {] with (i, j)-th element
&E[2 log p(! | ,; y),i ,j] (1i, jp) (Shih and Wei, 1995). There-
fore, the Bayesian Hessian matrix F ! plays a pivotal role in the Bayesian
local influence approach. The following lemmas present new properties of
the Bayesian Hessian matrix, which are useful for diagnosing the adequacy
of multivariate models.
Lemma 2.1. The Bayesian Hessian matrix F ! is invariant under a
one-to-one measurable transformation of the Bayesian object !.
Proof. Suppose the posterior density of ! is p(! | ,; y). Let ’=g(!) be
a one-to-one measurable transformation from ! to ’. Also, the induced
transformation of g in the parameter space of , is denoted by #=g (, ).
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Then the posterior density of ’, namely q(’ | #; y), is given by
q(’ | #; y)=p(g&1(’) | g &1(#); y)[J(!  ’)]&1, where J(!  ’) is the
Jacobian of the transformation ’=g(!). On the one hand, by using the
chain rule of vector derivative (see, e.g., Fang and Zhang, 1990, pp. 1819),
we obtain #{(|)|=(, {(|)|) } (#{(|),(|)), which implies G’=
G!(#
{,), where G’=(#{(|)|)||=|0 and G!=(,
{(|)|)||=|0 . On
the other hand, since J(!  ’) is independent of the parameters # and ,,
we know that
2 log q(’ | #; y)
# #{
=

# \
 log p(g&1(’) | g &1(#); y)
# +
{
=
,{
#
}

, \
, {
#
}
 log p(! | ,;y)
, +
{
=
,{
# \
2 log p(! | ,; y)
, ,{ +\
, {
# +
{
.
Therefore, the Fisher information matrix of ’ is
I# #&Eq(’ | #; y ) {
2 log q(’ | #; y)
# #{ =
=\,
{
# + } \&|
2 log p(! | ,; y)
, ,{
} q(’ | #; y) d’+ } \,
{
# +
{
=\,
{
# + } \&|
2 log p(! | ,; y)
, ,{
p(! | ,; y)[J(!  ’)]&1 J(!  ’) d!+
_\,
{
# +
{
=\,
{
# + } \&Ep(! | ,; y ) {
2 log p(! | ,; y)
, , { =+ } \
,{
# +
{
=\,
{
# + I, \
,{
# +
{
.
Furthermore, the Bayesian Hessian matrix of ’ is F ’=G’ I#G
{
’=
G! I,G
{
!=F ! , which implies that the Bayesian Hessian matrix F ! is
invariant under a one-to-one measurable transformation of ! and the proof
is complete. K
Obviously, Lemma 2.1 also implies that the direction dmax is invariant
under a one-to-one measurable transformation of the Bayesian object.
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Lemma 2.2. Let (!, ’) be a Bayesian object pair. Suppose the posterior
density the r.v. ! is p(! | ,; y). Then the Bayesian Hessian matrix of (!, ’),
say F (!, ’) , can be decomposed into F (!, ’)=F !+Ep(! | ,; y )(F ’ | !), where F !
and F ’ | ! are the Bayesian Hessian matrices of the r.v. ! and ’ | !, i.e., ’
given !, respectively.
Proof. Denote the posterior density of the r.v. ’ | ! as p(’ | #; !, y). Let
the joint density of (!, ’) be p((!, ’) | (,, #); y). Then p((!, ’) | (,, #); y)=
p(! | ,; y) p(’ | #; !, y), so that we have
2 log p((!, ’) | (,, #); y)
, ,{
=
2 log p(! | ,; y)
,, ,{
,
2 log p((!, ’) | (,, #); y)
# ,{
=0,
2 log p((!, ’) | (,, #); y)
# #{
=
2 log p(’ | #;!, y)
# #{
.
Therefore, the Fisher information matrix of (!, ’) can be partitioned into
I(!, ’)=diag(I1 , I2), where I1 is the Fisher information matrix of !, i.e.,
I1=I, and
I2=&Ep((!, ’) | (,, #); y) {
2 log p(’ | #; !, y)
# #{ =
=&Ep(! | ,; y) {Ep(’ | #; !, y) \
2 log p(’ | #; !, y)
# #{ +=
=Ep(! | ,; y)(I’ | !),
where I’ | ! is the Fisher information matrix of the r.v. ’ | !. On the other
hand, the matrix G appearing in the decomposition of the Bayesian
Hessian matrix is given by G#(G{1 : G{2){=(, {(|)|: #{(|)|){||=|0 .
Therefore, the Bayesian Hessian matrix of the r.v. pair (!, ’) is
F (!, ’)=G
{I(!, ’)G=G
{
1G, G1+G
{
2I2G2
=F !+Ep(! | ,; y)(G{2I ’ | !G2)
=F !+Ep(! | ,; y)(F ’ | !),
where F ’ | !=G{2I ’ | !G2 is the Bayesian Hessian matrix of ’ | !, and the
proof is complete. K
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Especially, if the r.v. ! | y and ’ | y are independent mutually, then we
have F ( ! , ’ )=F !+F ’, which indicates that the Bayesian Hessian matrix of
(!, ’) is the sum of those of its components.
2.2. Bayesian Hessian matrices
In order to investigate the Bayesian local influence of the GCM, we have
to derive the Bayesian Hessian matrices of the matrix-variate normal dis-
tribution and the Wishart distribution. First, the symmetric direct operator
for a symmetric matrix needs to be introduced.
Let 7=(_ij) be a p_p symmetric matrix. Since 7 has at most
p*#p( p+1)2 functional independent elements, its direct operator should
be defined as svec(7)#(_11 , ..., _p1 , _22 , ..., _p2 , ..., _pp){ # R p*, known as
the symmetric direct operator. It is also denoted by ‘‘vech( v )’’ in the
literature and was considered by many authors such as Nel (1980) and
Fang and Xu (1990). For the relationship between svec(7) and vec(7),
where the latter is the direct operator in a common sense, i.e., column by
column, there exists a p2_p* duplication matrix Sp such that vec(7)=
Sp } svec(7). In fact, Sp can be written as
S11 , 0, ..., 0
Sp=\S21 , S22 , ..., 0 + , (2.2)b b . . . b
Sp1 , Sp2 , ..., Spp
where both Sjj=(0: Ip&j+1)
{ (1jp) and Sjj=Ej, i&j+1( p, p&j+1) are
p_( p&j+1) matrices (1j<ip), and E ij (m, n) stands for the m_n
matrix with (i, j)-th element being one and others being zero (1im,
1jn). For more details about the duplication matrix Sp , one can refer
to Fang and Xu (1990).
Suppose XtNp, n(M, 7, V), where M, 7>0 and V>0 are p_n, p_p
and n_n parameter matrices, respectively. Since the log-density of X given by
P#P(X; M, 7&1, V&1)#&
pn
2
log (2?)&
1
2
tr[(X&M) V&1(X&M){ 7&1]
+
n
2
log det (7&1)+
p
2
log det (V&1) (2.3)
depends upon the parameters 7 and V only through their inverses, we con-
centrate our attention directly on 7&1 and V&1 in the follows. Let
%1=vec(M), %2=svec(7&1) and %3=svec(V&1). Denote %#(%{1 , %{2 , %{3){ #
Rpn+p*+n*, where n*=n(n+1)2, then the Fisher information matrix of X
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based on the parameter % is I%= &E(2 P% %{). Furthermore, we have
the following conclusion.
Lemma 2.3. Suppose XtNp, n(M, 7, V), where V>0 and 7>0. Then
the Fisher information matrix, based on the parameter triple (M, 7&1, V&1),
can be partitioned into
V&17&1, 0, 0
I=\ 0, n2 } S{p(77) Sp , 12 } S{pvec(7) vec{(V) Sn+ ,0, 12 } S{nvec(V) vec{(7) Sp , p2 } S{n(VV) Sn
(2.4)
where the notation  denotes the Kronecker product of matrices, vec{( v )
stands for the transpose of vec( v ), and Sp and Sn are the duplication matrices
defined by (2.2).
The proof of Lemma 2.3 is troublesome, so we leave it to the Appendix
of this paper. Similarly, for a Wishart distribution, we have the following
lemma.
Lemma 2.4. Suppose AtWp(n, 7), where n>p and 7 is a p_p positive
definite matrix. Then the Fisher information matrix, based on the parameter
7&1, is given by I= n2 } S
{
p(77) Sp .
The proof of Lemma 2.4 is also left to the Appendix. Now, let us
consider the Bayesian Hessian matrices of the matrix-variate normal dis-
tribution and the Wishart distribution. Suppose W=(|ij)s_q is a random
factor matrix describing perturbation. Let |=vec(W). For the normal
distribution, when it is perturbed by | (or W), we denote the perturbed
model as XtNp, n(M(|), 7 (|), V(|)). Let %1(|)=vec(M(|)), %2(|)=
svec(7&1(|)), %3=svec(V
&1(|)) and % (|)=(%{1(|), %
{
2(|), %
{
3(|))
{. Sup-
pose there are some null perturbation points, say |0 (or W0), in the space
of |. Then the matrix G appearing in the Bayesian Hessian matrix can be
decomposed into
G=
%{(|)
| } | =|0=\
%{1(|)
|
:
%{2(|)
|
:
%{3(|)
| +} | =|0#(G1 : G2 : G3). (2.5)
By the use of Lemma 2.3 and (2.5), we know that the Bayesian Hessian
matrix of X can be expressed as
F = :
3
i=1
G iIiiG{i +G2 I23G
{
3+G3I32G
{
2 , (2.6)
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where I11=V
&17&1, I22= n2 S
{
p(77) Sp , I33=
p
2 S
{
n(VV) Sn and
I23=(I32)
{= 12(S
{
pSp) svec(7) svec
{(V)(S{nSn). Let
M4 ij=
M(|)
|ij } | =|0, 74 ij=
7 (|)
|ij } | =|0 and V4 ij=
V(|)
|ij } | =|0 .
(2.7)
Suppose hij=vec(Eij (s, q)) (1is, 1jq), where the definition of
Eij (s, q) can be referred to the remarks below (2.2), then we have the
following theorems:
Theorem 2.1. Suppose the perturbed model is XtNp, n(M(|), 7(|), V(|)),
where V(|)>0, 7 (|)>0 and | is a perturbation factor. Then the Bayesian
Hessian matrix of X can be expressed as
F =:
s
i, k
:
q
j, l
hijh
{
kl \tr[M4 ijV&1M4 {kl7&1]
+
n
2
tr[74 ij 7&174 kl7&1]+
p
2
tr[V4 ijV&1V4 klV&1]
+
1
2
(tr[74 ij7&1] } tr[V4 klV&1]+tr[74 kl7&1] } tr[V4 ijV&1])+ , (2.8)
where M4 ij , 74 ij and V4 ij are defined by (2.7).
Proof. Obviously, G1 , G2 and G3 defined by (2.5) can be expressed as
G1= :
s
i=1
:
q
j=1
hij vec
{(M4 ij),
G2=& :
s
i=1
:
q
j=1
hij svec{(7&174 ij7&1),
and
G3=& :
s
i=1
:
q
j=1
hij svec
{(V&1V4 ijV
&1),
respectively. On the one hand, the first three terms of (2.6) can be
calculated as follows.
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G1 I11G
{
1=:
s
i, k
:
q
j, l
h ij vec
{(M4 ij)(V
&17&1) vec(M4 kl) h{kl
=:
s
i, k
:
q
j, l
hijh{kl } tr[M4 ijV
&1M4 {kl7
&1], (2.9)
G2 I22G
{
2=
n
2
:
s
i, k
:
g
j, l
hij svec
{(7&174 ij7
&1) S{p(77) Sp svec(7
&174 kl7
&1) h{kl
=
n
2
:
s
i, k
:
q
j, l
h ijh
{
kl } tr[74 ij7
&174 kl7
&1], (2.10)
and
G3I33G
{
3=
p
2
:
s
i, k
:
q
j, l
hijh
{
kl } tr[V4 ijV
&1V4 klV
&1]. (2.11)
On the other hand, the fourth term of (2.6), i.e., G2I23G
{
3 , is equal to
1
2
:
s
i, k
:
q
j, l
h ij svec{(7&174 ij7&1) S{p vec(7) vec
{(V) Sn svec(V&1V4 klV&1) h{kl
=
1
2
:
s
i, k
:
q
j, l
hijh
{
kl } tr[74 ij7
&1] } tr[V4 kl V&1]. (2.12)
For the last term of the right-hand side of (2.6), it is obvious that
G3 I32G
{
2=(G2I23G
{
3)
{. By substituting (2.9)-(2.12) into (2.6), then (2.8)
follows and the proof is complete. K
Theorem 2.2. Suppose the perturbed model is AtWp(n, 7 (|)), where
n>p and 7 (|)>0. Then the Bayesian Hessian matrix of A can be
expressed as
F =
n
2
:
s
i, k
:
q
j, l
hijh
{
kl } tr[74 ij7
&174 kl 7],
where 74 ij is defined by (2.7).
Proof. Since G# svec{(7&1)|= &si=1 
q
j=1 hij svec
{(7&174 ij7
&1),
according to Lemma 2.4, it can be concluded that the Bayesian Hessian
matrix of the Wishart distribution can be simplified as
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F =GIG{
=
n
2
:
s
i, k
:
q
j, l
hij svec
{(7&174 ij7
&1) S{p(77) Sp svec(7
&174 kl 7
&1) h{kl
=
n
2
:
s
i, k
:
q
j, l
hijh
{
kl } tr[74 ij7
&174 kl7
&1],
and the proof is complete. K
3. Bayesian Local Influence for the GCM with SCS
In this section, the approach described in the foregoing section is
employed to assess the influence issues for the GCM with SCS. A specific
perturbation scheme, variance-weighted perturbation, is discussed in detail.
3.1. Posterior Distribution of B, 1&1 and 3&1
For the GCM with SCS, under the non-informative prior distribution
(1.6), Geisser (1980) established the posterior distributions of the para-
meters B, 1&1 and 3&1 as follows:
B | Yttm, r(B , n1 , (ZZ{)&1, n&m&r+1), (3.1)
1&1 | YtWm \n&r, 1n 1 &1+ and 3&1 | YtWp&m \n,
1
n
3 &1+,
(3.2)
respectively, where B , 1 and 3 are the MLEs of B, 1 and 3 given by (1.5),
respectively. The right-hand side of (3.1) stands for a matrix-variate t-dis-
tribution (see, e.g. Fang and Zhang, 1990, pp. 113). Furthermore, it can be
shown that the matrix-variate t-distribution given by (3.1) can be
approximated by the matrix-variate normal distribution Nm, r(B , c(n) 1 ,
(ZZ{)&1) where c(n)=n(n&m&r+1) (see, e.g., Pan, 1995). In this case,
we denote the asymptotic distribution as
B | Y t* Nm, r(B , c(n)1 , (ZZ{)&1), (3.3)
when the sample size n is large sufficiently. In addition, in order to derive
the Bayesian Hessian matrices of the parameter pairs, we need the fol-
lowing lemma.
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Lemma 3.1. For the GCM with SCS, under the non-informative prior
distribution (1.6), we have:
(a) The posterior distribution of B given 1 and Y is the matrix-variate
normal Nm, r(B , 1, (ZZ{)&1).
(b) The r.v. 3&1 | Y is independent of B | Y and 1&1 | Y, respectively.
Furthermore, 3&1 | Y is independent of (B, 1&1) | Y.
Proof. Since 7 is of the Rao’s simple structure (1.4), it is obvious that
7&1=X(X{X)&1 1&1(X{X)&1 X{+Q(QQ{)&1 3&1(QQ{)&1 Q{ (3.4)
and det (7)=det (X{X) } det (Q{Q) } det (1) } det (3) (see, e.g., Lee, 1991),
where Q # Q. Therefore the density of the observation matrix Y is
p(Y | (B, 1&1, 3&1))B[det (1)]&n2 [det (3)]&n2
} exp {&n2 tr(1 &11 )= } exp {&
n
2
tr(3&13 )=
} exp {&12 tr[1 &1(B&B ) ZZ{(B&B ){]= . (3.5)
According to (1.6) and (3.5), we know that the posterior density of
(B, 1&1, 3&1) is
p((B, 1&1, 3&1) | Y)=p(Y | (B, 1&1, 3&1)) p(B, 1&1, 3&1)
B[det (1)]&(n&m&1)2 exp {&n2 tr(1&11 )=
} [det (3)]&(n&p+m&1)2 exp {&n2 tr(3 &13 )=
} exp {&12 tr[1&1(B&B )(ZZ{)(B&B ){]= . (3.6)
Therefore, the posterior density of (B, 1&1) given Y is
p((B, 1&1) | Y)=|
3&1
p((B, 1&1, 3&1) | Y) d3&1
B[det (1)]&(n&m&1)2 exp {&n2 tr(1&11 )=
} exp {&12 tr[1&1(B&B )(ZZ{)(B&B ){]= . (3.7)
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Noting (3.2) and (3.7), we obtain that the posterior density of B given 1&1
and Y is
p(B | (1&1, Y))=p((B, 1&1) | Y)p(1&1 | Y)
B[det (1)]&r2 exp {&12 } tr[(B&B )(ZZ{)(B&B ){]= ,
which implies B | (1&1, Y)tNm, r(B , 1, (ZZ{)&1), so that the statement (a)
is true. On the other hand, clearly, the assertion (b) is a direct consequence
of (3.6) and the proof is complete. K
3.2. Covariance-Weighted Perturbation
The covariance-weighted perturbation is a specific perturbation scheme,
which is one of the most commonly encountered cases in statistical
diagnostics. As implied by the model Y | (B, 7)tNp, n(XBZ, 7, In), the
GCM is of homogeneity of error covariance: Cov(=)=7In . In other
words, the observations are independent p-variate normal with a common
covariance matrix 7>0. We relax this assumption via an n_n perturba-
tion matrix W>0 such that Cov(=)=7W&1. If W is a diagonal matrix
but the diagonal elements are not identical, then the homogeneity of the
observations is destroyed. Otherwise, not only the homogeneity but also
the independence does not hold. In what follows we concentrate our atten-
tion on discussing the situation in which W&1 is diagonal, but the case
where W&1 is non-diagonal can be analyzed in a similar manner.
Suppose W&1=diag(|&11 , |
&1
2 , ..., |
&1
n ), where |i>0 (i=1, 2, ..., n).
The perturbation factor is |#(|1 , |2 , ..., |n){ # Rn. Obviously, W0=In or
|0=1n # Rn represents the null perturbation point of the model. For the
perturbed model Np, n(XBZ, 7, W&1) with SCS, the MLEs of the
parameter B, 1 and 3 are, respectively,
B (|)=(X{X)&1 X{YWZ{(ZWZ{)&1,
1 (|)=
1
n
(X{X)&1 X{S(|) X(X{X)&1, (3.8)
and
3 (|)=
1
n
(Q{Q)&1 Q{YWY{Q(Q{Q)&1,
where S(|)=Y(W&WZ{(ZWZ{)&1ZW)Y{ is the residual square sum of
Y regressed on Z in the perturbed model. By noting that
(ZWZ{)&1
|i } | =1n=&(ZZ
{)&1 ZEiiZ{(ZZ{)&1,
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we have S4 i #[S(|)|i] | =1n=EE iiE
{, where Eii=Eii (n, n) and E=
Y(In&P Z{) is the residual of Y regressed on Z. Therefore, it can be con-
cluded that
B4 i #
B (|)
|i } | =1n=(X
{X) X{EE iiZ
{(ZZ{)&1, (3.9)
14 i #
1 (|)
|i } | =1n=
1
n
(X{X)&1 X{EEiiE
{X(X{X)&1, (3.10)
and
34 i #
3 (|)
|i } | =1n=
1
n
(Q{Q)&1Q{YEiiY
{Q(Q{Q)&1. (3.11)
Using these results, we may arrive at the following conclusions.
Theorem 3.1. For the GCM with SCS, under covariance-weighted per-
turbation, the Bayesian Hessian matrices of the parameters 1 and 3 are,
respectively,
F 1=
n&r
2
} (E{X(X{SX)&1 X{E) V (E{X(X{SX)&1 X{E), (3.12)
F 3=
n
2
} (Y{Q(Q{YY{Q)&1 Q{Y) V (Y{Q(Q{YY{Q)&1 Q{Y), (3.13)
where the notation ‘‘ V ’’ denotes the Hadamard product of matrices, i.e.,
product through element by element. Also, the Bayesian Hessian matrix of
the regression coefficient B can be approximately expressed as
F Br(n&m&r+1) } P Z{ V (E{X(X{SX)&1 X{E)+
m
2
} PZ{ V PZ{
+
r
2
} (E{X(X{SX)&1 X{E) V (E{X(X{SX)&1 X{E)
+
1
2
} (diag(PZ{) } diag{(E{X(X{SX)&1 X{E)
+diag(E{X(X{SX)&1 X{E) } diag{(PZ{)), (3.14)
where diag(A)=(a11 , a22 , ..., ann){ # Rn and A=(aij)n_n .
Proof. Consequent upon Lemma 3.1, we know that the Bayesian
Hessian matrices of 1 and 1&1 are the same, i.e., F 1=F 1 &1 . Similarly,
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F 3=F 3&1 . When the model is perturbed by |, the posterior distributions
of 1&1 and 3&1 are, respectively,
1&1 | (Y, |)tWm \n&r, 1n 1 &1(|)+ ,
and (3.15)
3&1 | (Y, |)tWp&m \n, 1n 3 &1(|)+ .
Therefore, using Theorem 2.2, we know that the (i, j)-th element, say, f (1)ij ,
of F 1 is given by (n&r)2 } tr[14 &1i 1 14
&1
j 1 ]=(n&r)2 } tr[14 i1
&114 j1
&1],
where 14 i (i=1, 2, ..., n) is defined by (3.10), which can be simplified as
f (1)ij =
n&r
2
} tr[EiiE{X(X{SX)&1 X{EEjjE{X(X{SX)&1 X{E]. (3.16)
This implies that (3.12) is a direct consequence of (3.16). In the same
manner, we can show that (3.13) is also true. On the other hand, since the
posterior distribution of B is a matrix-variate t-distribution whose Bayesian
Hessian matrix is too complicated, we draw our attention to its asymp-
totic distribution. When the model is perturbed by |, the asymptotic
distribution of B | Y is Nm, r(B (|), c(n) 1 (|), (ZWZ{)&1). According to
Theorem 2.1 and using (3.9)(3.13), we conclude that the (i, j)-th element
of the Bayesian Hessian matrix of F B, say f (B)ij , can be approximately
expressed as
f (B)ij rc&1(n) } tr[B4 i (ZZ{) B4 {j 1 &1]+
r
2
} tr[14 i 1 &114 j1 ]+
m
2
} tr[Eii PZ{ EjjPZ{]
+
1
2
} (tr[14 i1 &1] } tr[EjjPZ{]+tr[14 j1 &1] } tr[Eii PZ{])
=(n&m&r+1) } tr[Eii PZ{ E jjE{X(X{SX)&1 X{E]
+
r
2
} tr[EiiE{X(X{SX)&1 X{EEjjE{X(X{SX)&1 X{E]
+
m
2
} tr[EiiPZ{ EjjPZ{]+
1
2
(tr[EiiE{X(X{SX)&1 X{E] tr[EjjPZ{]
+tr[EjjE{X(X{SX)&1 X{E] tr[E iiPZ{]),
which implies that (3.14) is true and the proof is complete. K
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Theorem 3.1 shows that the Bayesian Hessian matrix of 3 depends on
the matrix Q # Q only through 2#Y{Q(Q{YY{Q)&1 Q{Y. Although the
choice of Q # Q is not unique in general, the matrix 2 does not depend
upon the choice of Q # Q, and neither does the Bayesian Hessian matrix
F 3. In fact, since [(YY
{)&12 X]{ } [(YY{)12 Q]=0, we have P(YY{)&12 X +
P(YY{)12 Q =Ip , so that
2=Y{((YY{)&1&(YY{)&1 X(X{(YY{)&1 X)&1 X{(YY{)&1) Y,
which implies that the matrix 2 is independent of the choice of Q in Q. This
conclusion holds also for the next two theorems.
Theorem 3.2. For the GCM with SCS, under the covariance-weighted
perturbation scheme, the Bayesian Hessian matrices of the parameter pairs
(B, 3), (1, 3) and (B, 1) can be written as, F (B , 3 )=F B+F 3, F ( 1 , 3 )=
F 1+F 3 and
F (B, 1)=F 1+(n&r) } PZ{ V (E
{X(X{SX)&1 X{E)+
m
2
} PZ{ V PZ{ , (3.17)
where F B , F 1 and F 3 are given in Theorem 3.1.
Proof. Firstly, on the basis of Lemma 2.1, we know that the Bayesian
Hessian matrices of the parameter pairs (B, 3), (1, 3) and (B, 1) are the
same as those of (B, 3&1), (1&1, 3&1) and (B, 1&1), respectively, i.e.,
F (B , 3 )=F (B , 3 &1) , F ( 1, 3 )=F ( 1 &1, 3 &1) and F (B , 1 )=F (B , 1 &1) . Secondly,
since the r.v. 3&1 | Y is independent of B | Y and 1&1 | Y due to
Lemma 3.1(b), respectively, Lemma 2.2 implies that F ( B, 3 )=F (B , 3 &1)=
F B+F 3 &1=F B+F 3 and F (1 , 3 )=F (1 &1, 3 &1)=F 1 &1+F 3 &1=F 1+F 3,
where F B , F 1 and F 3 are given by Theorem 3.1. However, the similar con-
clusion does not hold for the parameter pair (B, 1), which is due to the fact
that B | Y and 1 | Y are not independent mutually. Actually, Lemma 3.1(a)
indicates that the posterior distribution of B given 1 and Y, in the
covariance-weighted perturbation, is Nm, r(B (|), 1, (ZWZ{)&1). Therefore,
using Theorem 2.1, we conclude that the (i, j)-th element of the Bayesian
Hessian matrix of B | 1&1 is
tr[B4 i (ZZ{) B4 {j 1
&1]+
m
2
} tr[(ZZ{)&1 ZEii PZ{ EjjZ{]
=tr[EiiPZ{ EjjE{X(X{X)&1 1&1(X{X)&1 X{E]+
m
2
} tr[E iiPZ{ EjjPZ{],
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which implies that
F B | 1 &1=PZ{ V (E
{X(X{X)&1 1&1(X{X)&1 X{E)+
m
2
} PZ{ V PZ{ . (3.18)
On the other hand, since 1&1 | YtWm(n&r, 1n 1 &1), we have E1 &1 | Y(1&1)=
(n&r)n } 1 &1. From (3.18) and (1.5), we obtain
E1 &1 | Y(F B | 1 &1)=(n&r) } PZ{ V (E{X(X{SX)&1 X{E)+
m
2
} PZ{ V PZ{ .
(3.19)
From Lemma 2.2 we know that the Bayesian Hessian matrix of the
parameter pair (B, 1) can be decomposed into
F (B , 1 )=F (B , 1 &1)=F 1 &1+E1 &1 | Y (F B | 1 &1). (3.20)
Substituting (3.19) into (3.20), we can get (3.17) and the proof is com-
plete. K
Since (3.4) shows that there is a one-to-one transformation from
(1&1, 3&1) to 7&1, we conclude that the Bayesian Hessian matrix of 7 is
the same as that of (1, 3), i.e., F 7=F (1, 3 ) .
Theorem 3.3. For the GCM with SCS, under the covariance-weighted
perturbation scheme, the Bayesian Hessian matrix of the parameter triple
(B, 1, 3) can be expressed as
F (B , 1 , 3 )=F ( B , 1 )+F 3, (3.21)
where F 3 and F (B , 1 ) are given by (3.13) and (3.17), respectively.
Proof. From Lemma 3.1(b), we know that the r.v. (B, 1&1) | Y is inde-
pendent of 3&1 | Y, which implies that (3.21) is a direct consequence of
Lemma 2.2, and the proof is complete. K
4. Illustrative Examples
In this section, the diagnostic techniques presented in the preceding sec-
tion are applied to two biological data sets analyzed by Rao (1984, 1987)
and Lee (1988, 1991). The primary objective is to illustrate applications
of the Bayesian local influence. Following Lee (1991), Rao’s simple
covariance structure has been selected for the following analyses. For more
details about the model selection criteria with respect to covariance struc-
ture, one can refer to Lee (1991).
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4.1. Dental Data
This data set was first considered by Potthoff and Roy (1964) and later
analyzed by Lee and Geisser (1972), Rao (1987) and Lee (1988, 1991) for
their different purposes, focusing mainly on some statistical inferences such
as estimation, testing hypothesis and prediction. Dental measurements were
made on 11 girls and 16 boys at ages 8, 10, 12, and 14 years. Each
measurement is the distance, in millimeters, from the center of the pituitary
to the pterygomaxillary fissure.
Since the measurements are obtained at equal time intervals, the design
matrices X and Z can be taken as the following forms, respectively,
X=\18
1
10
1
12
1
14+
{
and Z=\1
{
11
0
0
1{16+ ,
where 1m is a m_1 vector with components 1’s. For this data set, based on
the case-deletion approach, Pan and Fang (1995a, b) showed that the 24th
observation, which is from the boy group, is a discordant outlier. Also the
24th, 20th and 15th observations are the three largest influential observa-
tions (in decreasing order). Similar results were obtained by von Rosen
(1995) in terms of a neighbourhood method based on Taylor expansions.
Now, we use the Bayesian local approach to analyze this data set. In this
example, the regression coefficient B and the covariance parameters 1 and
3 are 2_2 matrices, respectively. The Bayesian Hessian matrices of all
combinations of the parameters are calculated by the use of Theorems
3.13.3, respectively, where the covariance diagonal perturbation scheme
has been assumed. For each situation, Table I presents the largest absolute
eigenvalue |*|max of the Bayesian Hessian matrix as well as the unit eigen-
vector dmax associated with |*|max , and the index plot of the absolute value
vector, say |dmax |, of dmax is displayed in Fig. 1a1g. From Table I and
its index plots, some important conclusions are drawn as follows. First,
the first column of Table I (see also Fig. 1a) shows that the individual
24 has the strongest influence on the regression coefficient B, because
|d (24)max |=0.7961 is the largest absolute component of dmax , where dmax=
(d (1)max , ..., d
(27)
max)
{ # R27. However, the largest influences on the covariance
parameters 1 and 3 are achieved at the 24th and 20th observations,
respectively. Also, the individual 15 is the second largest influential obser-
vations both for B and 1, which can be concluded from the first three
columns of Table I (see also Fig. 1a1c).
Second, from Fig. 1d1g (see also the fourth to sixth columns of Table I)
we cant see that the 24th observation has a significant influence on the
parameter pair (B, 1). The largest influences on both the parameter pairs
(B, 3) and (1, 3), however, are achieved at the individual 20.
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TABLE I
Largest Eigenvalue and Eigenvector of F
param. B 1 3 (B, 1) (B, 3) (1, 3) (B, 1, 3)
|*|max 1.3806 3.3277 7.0725 3.8342 7.1067 7.0951 7.1512
1 0.0111 0.0047 0.0019 0.0023 &0.0013 0.0042 0.0048
2 0.0007 0.0614 0.0036 0.0542 &0.0037 0.0070 0.0091
3 &0.0012 0.0719 0.0038 0.0632 &0.0043 0.0092 0.0124
4 0.0074 0.0136 0.0044 0.0095 &0.0049 0.0070 0.0081
5 0.0061 0.0270 0.0086 0.0230 &0.0082 0.0100 0.0106
6 0.0118 0.0052 0.0096 0.0021 &0.0085 0.0109 0.0102
7 0.0081 0.0023 0.0104 0.0029 &0.0103 0.0106 0.0109
8 0.0004 0.0728 0.0001 0.0616 0.0000 0.0036 0.0055
9 0.0104 0.0177 0.0112 0.0125 &0.0102 0.0135 0.0132
10 0.0205 0.0396 0.0015 0.0181 0.0010 0.0112 0.0105
11 0.0087 0.0248 0.0372 0.0143 &0.0379 0.0443 0.0457
12 &0.0101 0.0150 0.0146 0.0209 &0.0175 0.0213 0.0270
13 &0.0327 0.0060 0.0431 0.0105 &0.0438 0.0448 0.0461
14 0.0055 0.0009 0.0263 0.0000 &0.0269 0.0290 0.0310
15 0.3721 0.2994 0.0081 0.1534 0.0039 0.0233 0.0148
16 &0.0871 0.0195 0.0812 0.0340 &0.0831 0.0834 0.0861
17 0.1070 0.0207 0.0001 &0.0057 0.0021 0.0018 &0.0004
18 &0.0372 0.0050 0.0015 0.0126 &0.0029 0.0033 0.0058
19 0.2018 0.0896 0.0148 0.0204 &0.0084 0.0234 0.0186
20 &0.1031 0.0222 0.9918 0.0487 &0.9906 0.9878 0.9818
21 0.1575 0.0626 0.0251 0.0121 &0.0224 0.0359 0.0341
22 0.2215 0.1110 0.0057 0.0318 0.0023 0.0126 0.0049
23 &0.1435 0.0394 0.0551 0.0706 &0.0598 0.0570 0.0640
24 &0.7961 0.9269 0.0153 0.9712 &0.0386 0.0633 0.1174
25 0.1480 0.0425 0.0020 &0.0011 0.0022 0.0055 0.0018
26 &0.1733 0.0621 0.0312 0.1017 &0.0379 0.0354 0.0460
27 0.0856 0.0227 0.0015 &0.0082 0.0018 0.0055 0.0022
Third, Fig. 1g (or the last column of Table I) indicates that the 20th
observation has the strongest influence on all the parameters B, 1 and 3.
In addition, the influence of the girl group on B, the first eleven observa-
tions, is significantly smaller than that of the boy group.
In comparison with the case-deletion approach (Pan and Fang,
1994a, b), the Bayesian local influence approach not only shows the 24th,
20th and 15th are influential observations, but also emphasizes that the
20th observation has the largest influence on the Bayesian statistical
inference based on all the parameters. For the regression coefficient B,
however, the largest influence is achieved at the 24th observation.
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4.2. Mouse Data
This data set was analyzed by Rao (1984, 1987) and later by Lee (1988,
1991). It consists of weights of 13 male mice measured at intervals of 3 days
from birth to weaning. For this data set, following Rao (1984), a second-
degree polynomial in time for the growth function was assumed and hence
the design matrices X and Z take the following forms
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 {
X=\1 2 3 4 5 6 7 +1 4 9 16 25 36 49
and Z=1{13 , respectively. The case-deletion approach shows that the 13th
individual is an influential observation (Pan and Fang, 1995a, b).
The Bayesian local influence approach is now used to analyze this data
set. In this example, the parameters B, 1>0 and 3>0 are 3_1, 3_3 and
4_4 matrices, respectively. The Bayesian Hessian matrices of all combina-
tions of the parameters are calculated by the use of Theorems 3.13.3,
respectively, where the covariance diagonal perturbation scheme has been
assumed. For each situation, the largest absolute eigenvalue |*|max and its
unit eigenvector dmax of the Bayesian Hessian matrix are calculated and
presented in Table II. Also, the index plot of |dmax | is displayed in
Figs. 1h1n.
TABLE II
Largest Eigenvalue and Eigenvector of F
param. B 1 3 (B, 1) (B, 3) (1, 3) (B, 1, 3)
|*|max 0.9361 2.9929 2.7618 3.5583 2.9523 4.5093 4.6482
1 0.2428 &0.1530 0.2704 &0.0050 0.0849 0.5822 &0.5867
2 &0.0649 &0.0138 0.3125 0.0353 &0.2561 0.1349 &0.1383
3 0.0303 &0.0035 0.0336 &0.0022 &0.0283 0.0233 &0.0211
4 0.1434 &0.0521 0.1123 &0.0059 0.0579 0.1963 &0.1855
5 0.1488 &0.1305 0.6330 0.0211 &0.7369 0.4352 &0.3613
6 &0.0801 &0.0446 0.3607 0.0439 &0.4334 0.2425 &0.2321
7 0.1343 &0.0373 0.1053 &0.0005 &0.0542 0.0813 &0.0878
8 0.2482 &0.1353 0.0422 0.0445 0.0024 0.1058 &0.1110
9 &0.1888 &0.0683 0.3136 0.1026 &0.0737 0.2140 &0.2281
10 0.0979 &0.0732 0.0381 &0.0039 &0.0318 0.1450 &0.1120
11 0.0176 &0.0043 0.1444 0.0057 &0.0071 0.1093 &0.1168
12 0.1330 &0.0978 0.3681 0.0221 &0.4255 0.2781 &0.2603
13 &0.8625 &0.9567 0.1251 0.9916 &0.0408 0.4262 &0.5014
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First, for a single parameter, the first two columns of Table II (or
Figs. 1h, 1i) indicate that the 13th observation has the largest influence on
both the parameters B and 1. The strongest influence on the parameter 3,
however, is achieved at the individual 5 (see Fig. 1j). Second, for the situa-
tion of parameter pairs, the 13th, 5th and 1st have the largest influences on
the parameter pair (B, 1), (B, 3) and (1, 3), respectively. This conclusion
can be drawn from Fig. 1k1m (see also the fourth to sixth columns of
Table II). Third, if we are interested in the Bayesian inference based on all
the parameters of the GCM with SCS, then the situation is somewhat like
that of (1, 3). In other words, the 1st, 13th, and 5th individuals are three
largest influential observations for the model (in decreasing order), which
can be seen from the last column of Table II (see also Fig. 1n).
5. Discussion
In this paper we have studied the Bayesian local influence for the GCM
with SCS, based on the KullbackLeibler divergence (also known as
Bayesian entropy). In comparison with the likelihood local influence
applied to the GCM with SCS (Pan, 1995), it seems to us that the
Bayesian local influence procedure is able to discover more information on
diagnostics than the likelihood local approach. For example, for the regres-
sion coefficient B, the likelihood local influence approach shows that its
Hessian matrix consists of &n } PZ{ V (E{X(X{SX)&1 X{E), under the
covariance-weighted perturbation (Pan, 1995). This matrix, however, is
only one of the parts of the Bayesian Hessian matrix F B given by (3.14).
Therefore, the Bayesian local influence approach can be viewed as a com-
plemental tool to the likelihood local influence in this sense.
On the other hand, one of advantages of the diagnostic techniques
presented in this article is that, making comparison with the Bayesian
global influence methods (Pan, 1995), numerical computation loads are
not very expensive and only the Bayesian Hessian matrix as well as its
eigenvectors needs to be calculated. More importantly, this approach is
able to partially reduce the masking and swamping effects.
As further studies on the GCM, the diagnostic techniques developed in
this paper would be extended to the model with other commonly encoun-
tered covariance structures, such as the unstructured covariance scheme,
the serial covariance structure and so on.
APPENDIX: Fisher Information of Matrix-Variate
Normal and Wishart
Proof of Lemma 2.3. Let c=& pn2 log (2?), P1=&
1
2 tr[(X&M)
V&1(X&M){ 7&1], P2= n2 log det(7
&1) and P3=& p2 log det(V
&1); then
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the log-density of the r.v. X given by (2.3) can be written as
P=c+P1+P2+P3 . Suppose %1=vec(M), %2=svec(7&1), %3=svec(V&1)
and %=(%{1 , %
{
2 , %
{
3)
{; then the Fisher information matrix of X can be parti-
tioned into
I11 I12 I13
I%=\I21 I22 I23+ , (A.1)I31 I32 I33
where Iij=(Iji)
{=&E(2P% i %{j ) (i, j=1, 2, 3). In the following, we
calculate Iij term by term. Firstly, since P1 can be written as P1=
&12 vec
{(X&M)(V&17&1) vec(X&M), the derivative of P1 with respect
to vec(M) is
P1
%1
=
P1
 vec(M)
=(V&1 7&1) } vec(X&M). (A.2)
Thus we have
2P1
%1 %
{
1
=

%1 \
P1
%1+
{
=&(V&17&1). (A.3)
On the other hand, (A.2) can be expressed as in other forms P1 %1=
(V&1(X&M){ Ip) Sp svec(7&1) and P1 %1=(In 7&1(X&M))
} Sn svec(V
&1) which produce
2P1
%2 %
{
1
=

%2 \
P1
%1+
{
=S{p(X&M)(V
&1Ip) (A.4)
and
2P1
%3%
{
1
=

%3 \
P1
%1+
{
=S{n(In  (X&M){ 7&1), (A.5)
respectively, where Sp and Sn are defined by (2.2). Secondly, according to
Corollary 2.1 of Pan, Fang and von Rosen (1995), we obtain
2P2
%2 %
{
2
=
n
2
}
2 log det (7&1)
 svec(7&1)  svec{(7&1)
=&
n
2
} S{p(77) Sp , (A.6)
and
2P3
%3 %
{
3
=
p
2
}
2 log det (V&1)
 svec(V&1)  svec{(V&1)
=&
P
2
} S{n(VV) Sn . (A.7)
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But noting that there is another form for P1
P1=&
1
2
svec{(V&1) S{n((X&M) (X&M))
{ Sp svec(7
&1),
it can be concluded that
P1
%2
=
P1
 svec(7&1)
=&
1
2
S{p((X&M) (X&M)) Sn svec(V
&1),
so that we have
2P1
%3 %
{
2
=

%3 \
P1
%2+
{
=&
1
2
S{n((X&M) (X&M)){ Sp . (A.8)
From (A.3), we know that 2P%1 %{1=
2P1 %1 %{1=&(V
&17&1);
thus I11=&E(2P%1 %{1)=V
&17&1. Similarly, (A.4) and (A.5)
imply I21=&E(2P%2 %{1)=0 and I31=&E((
2P%3 %1){)=0, respec-
tively, where E(X)=M is used.
In addition, on the one hand, (A.6) and (A.7) show that
I22= &E \ 
2P
%2 %
{
1+= &E \
2P2
%2 %
{
2+=
n
2
} S{p(77) Sp
and
I33= &E \ 
2P
%3 %
{
3+= &E \
2P3
%3 %
{
3+=
p
2
} S{n(VV) Sn .
On the other hand, since E((X&M) (X&M))=Sp svec(7) svec{(V) S{n
(von Rosen, 1988), from (A.8) we obtain
I32= &E \ 
2P
%3 %
{
2+= &E \
2P1
%3 %
{
2+=
1
2
(S{nSn) } svec(V) svec
{(7) } (S{p Sp).
Therefore, (2.4) is established by substituting Iij (i, j=1, 2, 3) into (A.1)
and the proof is complete.
Proof of Lemma 3.4. Since the log-density of A is given by
P=&log \2 pn21p\n2+++
n&p&1
2
log det(A)
&
1
2
tr[7&1A]+
n
2
log det(7&1),
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similar to (A.6), we have
2P
 svec(7&1)  svec{(7&1)
=&
n
2
} S{p(77) Sp ,
which implies that the Fisher information matrix of A is I= n2 } S
{
p(77) Sp
and the proof is complete.
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